Route description to Disc Nederland in Breda
From Venlo, Eindhoven A58 follow to Breda
Near Breda follow direction A16 Antwerpen/Rotterdam
take direction A 16 Rotterdam and after 3 km take exit number 17 ( Breda
Noord/Prinsenbeek)
at the end of the high way exit go right and follow "Breda Haagse Beemden"
follow the road Westerhagelaan and after about 2 km you see at your left hand a Medical
Centre Kroeten
after 200 mtr you get a hill in the road and there you go left( Overkroeten laan)
follow the road which goes left after 300 mtr (Overkroeten laan)
then after 400 mtr follow the road to the right and take the first road left ( Kromme Slagen)
then after 400 mtr follow the raod to the right , you are now on the Lange Slagen
after 300 mtr before the road goes to right you go left and see the entrance
you are now at Lange Slagen 34
From Rotterdam take A16 direction Antwerpen
Take exit Breda Noord /Prinsenbeek ( exit 17)
at the end of the high way exit go left and follow "Breda Haagse Beemden"
follow the road Westerhagelaan and after about 2 km you see at your left hand a Medical
Centre Kroeten
after 200 mtr you get a hill in the road and there you go left( Overkroeten laan)
follow the road which goes left after 300 mtr (Overkroeten laan)
then after 400 mtr follow the road to the right and take the first road left ( Kromme Slagen)
then after 400 mtr follow the raod to the right , you are now on the Lange Slagen
after 300 mtr before the road goes to right you go left and see the entrance
you are now at Lange Slagen 34
From Amsterdam Utrecht road A27 direction Breda
Follow road A59 Waalwijk Made Oosterhout to Breda and take after 3 km
exit 31 direction Terheijden Breda Wagenberg
at the end of the exit go left to Breda ( Wagenbergse baan)
after about 5km go right ( Regenbeemd)
after 240mtr go left ( Konijnenberg) you pass Makro and after 500 mtr go right ( Moerlaken)
on Moerlaken go right after 950 mtr to Emerparklaan.
After 1km you see and pass a shopping centre ( Heksenwiel) go right and follow
Heksenwiellaan follow the road left ( now Overkroetenlaan) and right and left again for 300
mtrs follow the road to the right for 100 mtr and go right 1st exit to Lange Slagen
At the end of the lane you will see Lange Slagen 34.

